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Abstract
The t-arge Helical Device (LHD), the large scale superconducting helical device, is under construc-

tion at the National Institute for Fusion Science and is now in the last year of the g-year construction
schedule. The outline of the LHD program, the status of the on-site construction are described. The
confinement and steady state operation are experimentally studied on high temperature plasmas rele-
vant for fusion plasmas in a helical device with a size comparable with large tokamaks. The device will
be completed at the end of 1997 and the initial operation, cooling down and the machine running will
start from the beginning of 1998.
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1. Introduction
LHD (Large Helical Device), the superconducting

I / m : 2/ l0 helical device of R / a (the major/minor
radius) : 3.9 m/0.6 m and B : 3 T, is constructed to
develop a steady state fusion reactor [1]. The mission is
accomplished by the realization of ( T") : < 4 > :
3-4 keV, 1n) : l02o m-3, and z.:0.2-0.3 s with
20 MW heating under B : 4 T. LHD has been de-
signed based on the following guideline.
(1) The target plasma parameters are the several-10
keV temperature, l0r3 cm-3-10r4 cm-3 density, and )
0.1 s energy confinement time, which cover non-dimen-
sional parameters, the collisionality of ion and electron
,* : qR/ )' (the connection length divided by the mean
free path) L0'3-10-4 similar to that in fusion plasmas,
< p> - 5o/o, etc.
(2) To realize these parameters based on the LHD
scaling, which is now modified to ISS95 scaling, the de_
vice scale and the magnetic field were roughly deter-

mined R - 4 m, B - 4 T by the reasonable level of heat-
ing power 20-30 MW where the heating power density
is similar to those of existing devices.
(3) The configuration has been selected as an ! : 2 he-
liotron,/torsatron configuration because of the existence
of integrated data base and of the experience obtained
from H -EICHS/ATF construction.
(4) Other configuration parameters such as m, the to-
roidal mode number, 7, the pitch of the helical coils
defined as ma"/ lR, a, the pitch modulation of the heli-
cal coils, and the required dipole/quadrupole fields are
determined by MHD studies on B limit, particle con-
finement capability, the bootstrap current control etc.
(5) As another important factor to accomplish the
LHD mission, steady state operation, the all coils are in
the superconducting state and the continuous helical
winding is employed to create the divertor structure
with clean helical separatrices for easy particle,/heat
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control. Of course, the helical configuration is very sen-

sitive to the coil structure and the real machine parame-

ters are compromised with the SC technology require-

ments (Fig. 1 and Table 1).

These design procedures are quite different from

the W7X design where the magrretic configuration is

optimized for core plasma stability and confinement

and then the coil structure is determined [2]'
(6) The other important point is the flexibility of the

configuration which is a powerful tool for study the

optimum configuration for the plasma confinement'

LHD coil system has various functions to satisfy these

requirements. The change in y by the independent

operation of three blocks of helical winding can control

L(r), %, and shear. The three pairs of poloidal coils can

control the position of the mapetic axis and the elon-

gation of the plasma cross section. T\e ! / m : 2/ l0

Table 1 The mechanical accuracy of LHD coils

<Errors of Fabrication of Helical Coils (3 o)>

Bobbin Winding Welding
(HC can) to Shell
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Total

helical coils consists of 2 independent coils which can

be operated independently for the study of helical axis

configurations.

2. Construction Status of LHD Device, Heat-

ing Devices and Diagnostics
LHD device construction had started from 1990 as

the 8 years schedule and various R & D research for

SC technologies, gyrotron development, NBI ion

source, plasma facing components and others'

(1) Almost all of main components of LHD device

were completed and are under installation into the

cryostat. The key elements of LHD, helical coils (13

kA conductor using NbTi stabilized Al, pool boiling

type cooling) and poloidal coils IVIIS/OV (21-31 kA

NbTi conductor of cable in conduit type, forced flow

cooling by SHe) have been already completed and in-

stalled in the cryostat fixed by the supporting shell

structure. The mechanical accuracies, which are key

parameters for obtaining clean nested magnetic sur-

faces, for helical coils and poloidal coils are listed in

Table 2. The overall accuracies for helical coils are

within 2 mm. Main components of the inaccuracy is

considered tobe m: 10 and lower mode number com-

ponents are much lower. The thermal contraction ( - 10

mm) by the cooling down to 4.4 K is almost uniform in

the major radial direction, and the expansion by the

electromagnetic force under 3 T operation is 1'6 mm in

the minor radial direction. These deformations do not

contribute to low mode error fields, and the clean mag-

netic surface is obtained in LHD device.

The vacuum vessel (discharge chamber) is made by
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welding many stainless steel plates of which thickness is
15 mm. The vacuum vessel is covered with the first wall
of L0 mm stainless plate which is cooled by water in
order to operate plasmas in steady state heating.
(2) The coils, the supporting structure, and the dis-
charge chamber are installed in the large cryostat. The
coils and the supporting structure are fixed at the bot-
tom plate of the cryostat through 10 cryogenic support
columns. The discharge chamber is supported by the
other structure and the port is connected to the outer
cryostat port flange through the bellows to keep the
discharge chamber free mechanically from the crytostat
system.

(3) The helium refrigerator/liquefier has the cooling
capability of 20.6 kW at 80 K, 5.67 kW at 4.4 K and
650 l/hr. liquefaction. It also can deliver liquid helium
of 650 l,/hr. simultaneously. These are enough for the
requirement of 13.75 kW at 80 K,2.05 kW at 4.4 K
and 650 ! /hr in order to cool LHD coils, support
structure, SC bus lines, 80 K shield and other compo-
nents [3].

The superconducting bus lines are used to connect
coils with power supplies which are placed 50-60 m
away from the device in order to reduce large ohmic
loss with conventional water cooled bus lines. The SC
bus lines have been also installed [4].
(a) As the divertor experiments in LHD, the closed
helical divertor fully around the torus is the final one to
be studied. In the early experimental phase, however,
LID (Local Island Divertor) and a local helical divertor
are studied. The LID coil, which is used to control is-
lands (m / n : L / | or 2/ l), is mounted on the cryostat.
The LID coil can be also used to correct the low (m, n)
enor fields [5].
(5) The heating devices, ECH, NBI, and ICRF are pre-
pared for LHD experiments. ECH is used for the
plasma production and electron heating using two kinds
of gyrotron 84 GHz and 168 GHz. The R&D results
are 400 KW/10.5 s-500 kW/2 s for 84 GHz and 450
KW/0.1 s for 168 GHz. Two NBI injectors, which is

Table 2 Test results of NBI
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main heating method for ECH plasmas, are now under
construction. The results using a test ion source are
listed in Table 2 and the extracted negative ion beam
current reaches 21 A, which is a half of the target value
of. 40 A/ion source, with 10 mrad. divergence and
beam size. The ICRF heating system has been also de-
veloped and two kinds of launcher are prepared for the
initial experiments using a half turn antenna for fast
wave heating (1 MW level) and the folded wave guide
for Ion Bernstein Wave heating (0.5 MW level).
(6) Various diagnostic instruments are also under con-
struction, 12 channels FIR interferometer with 119
pmlCHTOH Laser, YAG Thomson scattering system
(200 channels / > 300 Hz repetition rate), and a normal
incident VUV spectrometer. The bolometer systems is
for local/global measurement of radiation with fast
time and high spatial resolution. The Heavy lon Beam
Probe (6 MeV) is developed for the direct measure-
ment of 8,. A multi-layer pellet is developed as the
new diagnostic instrument.

3. Machine Build Up and Experimental Sche-
dule of LHD

After the construction, the LHD is in operation by
the following steps.

(1) Simultaneous pumping down of the cryostat and
the discharge chamber by the use of pumping sysrem
which are TMP (5500 !/sx2)/cryopump (25000 !,/
sx2) for the cryostat (volume 900 m3, 10-5 Ton.) and
TMP (5000 4/sx2)/cryopump (43000 t/sx2) for the
discharge chamber (volume of 200 m3,/surface area of
730 m2,3 x 10-8 Ton).
(2) Cool-down procedure is as follows. First, 300 K to
80 K precooling will be accomplished by mixing of
warm helium gas with LN, cooled helium gas. Further
cool-down to - 6 K will be conducted with low tem-
perature helium gas from the refrigerator. Finally, two-
phase flow helium will be supplied to helical coils, sup-
porting structures and SC bus{ines while poloidal coils
utilize forced flow SHe (0.97 Mpa at a.5 K) [6].
(3) The measurement of the magnetic surface using
electron beam tracing is carried out by the use of the
scanning fluorescent rod.
(a) As the first step of the discharge cleaning, 2.45
GHz/20 kW/CW ECH plasma is used to reduce the
impurities such as oxygen sticking on the stainless steel
first wall of the discharge chamber and { gettering sys-
tem is prepared as the back up. In the later stage, the
boronization is possibly applied. The effective condi-
tioning by LID (Local Island Divertor) is now under
study.
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(5) The first cycle experiment is using two 84 GHz gy-

rotrons (500 kW x 2/t0 s) and possible use of 168

GHz gyrotrons (400 kW x 2/2-3 s) for B : 1'5 T

operation. The simple estimation under the following

conditions is shown in Fig' 2.

n"(r\ : n"o(l - p2 )0's + 0.I' in the unit of 101e m-3

T"(r\: 7"0(1 - p')' + 0'05 in the unit of keV

Ti:0.27", and Z.o: 1.6 (1'"/" OxYgen)

Here, the impurity transport D : L m2ls is assumed.

The fraction of the radiation loss determines the range

of the operation plasma density and for 1MW ECH

case as an example 2.5 x l01e m-3 is expected to be a

possible plasma density based on the experience of

CHS experiments. The central electron temperature is

1.5 keV.
Diagnostics prepared for the 1st cycle experiment

are 2 mm interferometer for nl, ECE radiometer for

Q(r), X-ray PHA for ?. and impurity contents, I2/2O

channels bolometer using thin metal films for P,,o(r),

Visible spectrometer (200-700 nm) for no(H) and f,'
and magnetic measurements such as magnetic probes,

Rogowskii coils, and diamagnetic loops'

(6) The second cycle experiment is carried out in the

later of 1998 by the use of ECH and NBI. The energy

of NBI is 120 keV because of the lower field (1.5 T)

operation and the power is 5 MW in total (2 injectors).

The diagnostics available are FIR interferometer,

Thomson scattering for T"(r)/ n.(r) and VUV spec-

trometer.
(7) At the end of FY1998, the machine is tested for 3

T operation and heating power is increased more. The

P;=1 MW

0.51.0 1.5 2.O 2.5 3.0 3.5

4 (101em-3)

Fig. 2 The density and electron temperature estimated for
ECH plasmas in the initial operation.

ECH is planned up to 3-9 MW using 168 GHz gyro-

tron and the power of NBI (180 kev) is raised up to 15

MW. ICRF power is also increased 3-9 MW.

(8) As for the divertor experiments, LID is tested in

IggS-tggg and helical divertor is examined in the one

pitch of helical structure [5]'
(9) The steady state operation of 1 MW level is tried at

first and gradually increased up to 3 MW depending on

the development of the heat removal method in

1ee8-2000 [7].
The basic physics operation (the first phase of

LHD project) is planned as described above [8]. The

one of the most important issues to be studied is the

confinement improvement to demonstrate the target

parameters /-7") : <Tr> :3 keV, 1n) : l02o

rrt-3, tp.:0.2 s with 20 MW heating under B:3 T'

The operation regimes in the physics phase are plotted

in the nz T-Top plane as shown in Fig. 3.

In the upgrade phase (2nd phase), the magnetic

field is increased to 4 T by 1.8 K operation of the heli-

cal coil, the tull helical divertor equipped with baffle

plates, by which closed divertor operation is possible,

will be installed and the D beam will be injected into D

plasmas.
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Fig.3 The progress of LHD plasmas in nz T-Top (the
plasma duration).
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